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Forthcoming Papers
Future issues will include the following papers
BERGERON, F., Combinatoire des Polynomes Orthogonaux Clariques: une
Approche Unifiee
BERGERON, F. and REUTENAUER, C., Combinatorial Resolution of Systems
of Differential Equatons III: A Special Class of Differentially Algebraic
Series
CAMERON, P. J. and FISHER, P. H ., Small Extended Generalized
Quadrangles
CHAWATHE, P. D. and VUAYAKUMAR, G. R. , A Characterization of Signed
Graphs Represented by Root System DOD .
COOPERSTEIN, B. N., A Note on the Weyl Group of Type £7
FISHER, P. H . and PENTILLA, T ., One-point Extensions of Polar Spaces
FLAJOLET, P. and SCHUTT, R. , Non-overlapping Partitions, Continued
Fractions, and a Divergent Series
HAMADA, N. and HELLESETH, T., A Characterization of Some Minihypers in
a Finite Projective Geometry PG(z, 4)
HANSSENS, G., Polarized Spaces of Polar Rank Three which are Locally a
Direct Product
HEMMETER, J. and WOLDAE, A ., Classification of the Maximal Cliques of
Size ~ q + 4 in the Quadratic Forms Graph in Odd Characteristic
HOFFMAN, D . G. , LINDNER, C. C. and PHELPS, K. T ., Blocking Sets in
Designs with Block Size Four
HUGHES, D . R ., Extended Partial Geometries: Dual 2-Designs
JAEGER, F., A Combinatorial Model for the HOMFLY Polynomial
KARZANov, A. V., Sums of Cuts and Bipartitite Metrics
KRYNSKI, S., Remarks on Matroids and Spencer's Lemma
LINDSTROM, B., P-Independence Implies Pseudomodularity
LORIMER, P., Symetric Bipartite Graphs of Prime Valency
McKAY, B. D. , Asymptotic Enumeration by Degree Sequence of Graphs of
High Degree
MEIR, A. and MOON, J. W., The Asymptotic Behaviour of Coefficients of
Powers of Certain Generating Functions
MOORHOUSE, G. E. , On the Construction of Finite Projective Planes from
Homology Semibiplanes
Forthcoming papers
SUZUKI, H., On the Inequalities of t-Design
VOLOCH, J. F., On the Completeness of Certain Plane Arcs II
WILSON, R. M., A Diagonal Form for the Incidence Matrices of t-Subsets
vs. k-Subsets
